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me following problem is considered. oes there exist any permutation of all 
tural numbers containing no arithmetic progression with three or more terms’: 
define an arithmetic progression in a permutation as a subset of its members 
whose locations and values both form arithmetic progressions (in the same 
shall give the description of a permutation without any arithmetic 
progression. Let the natural number 1 be written in its base 4 expansion. Ihen we 
replace every symbol T, (0 s T s 3), in this expansion by the :,ymbol g(T), where 
g(O) = 0, g(. 2, m(2) = I, g(3j = 3. As a result we obtain the base 4 expansion 
of a certain number f”). Let us consider the sequence where the number f(l) 
stands in place 1, the number f(2) stands in pIace 2 and so on. It is clear that this 
sequence is a permutation of all natural numbers. Su se that there exist three 
places I, J, K, where J -I=K-J, f(J)=f(l)=f f(J), i.e., I + 
f(l) = 2f (J). Let i, j, k be the right-most digits of “be base 4 expansion qf 
1, J, system of equations 
i-tk=2j[etnod4), f(i) + f (H = 2f (j) (mod 4) 
holds iff f=i= k. men we can delete the rig 
er the next digits, etc. 
above permutation contains no a 
or more members, and we are done. 
